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magazine— 
mandarin leaders  
ED ITOR IAL DES IGN    |    2015    |    CHICAGO USA

The Chinese decorative elements are designed to match the theme of the magazine, which focuses 
on successful Chinese at the States. And the templates for the Q & A fulfills the needs to go along 
with any photos without losing the readability of the texts. My tasks include editing the photos, 
laying out almost the entire magazine, and making sure both the Chinese and the English texts are  
grammatically correct.
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product book   
ED ITOR IAL L AYOUT    |    2016    |    CHICAGO USA

Redesigned the entire product book by unifying color, font, grid, and decorative elements. 
(All the later products adapted the same theme. ) 
Took and edited all the photos of the products.  
Proof-read texts.  
 
Font: Lato designed by Łukasz Dziedzic
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one-pager &  
infographic cards   
ADVERT IS ING    |    2016    |    CHICAGO USA

Created the one-pagers with the same style of the company. Took and edited all the photos.  
Did experiments for the infographic that promotes our products by comparing with the ones from other companies. 
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package wrap & icons   
ADVERT IS ING    |    2016    |    CHICAGO USA

I designed the green part on the front of the package wrap and the back side. 
The icons are created to help better promote the product. 
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redesign of the logo for 
the head-quarter in china   
LOGO DES IGN    |    2016    |    CHICAGO USA

The 1st round is designed not to lose the original impression for the former customers.  
The 2nd round is to match the style of the American side’s logo.  
The 3rd round is a total different design that gives a refreshing image with metaphors symbolizing  
the culture of the company.

Chinese headquarter logo

2 from the 1st round 1 from the 2nd round some from the 3rd round

U.S. branch logo



redesign of the  
website used in china   
WEBSITE DES IGN    |    2016    |    CHICAGO USA

Analyzed the map of the original website and made a suggested diagram.  
The boss prefer still-framed windows, so the users do not need to scroll up and down to look for information.  
The new website would be responsive.

digital   |   responsive

Analysis of the original website structure suggested website structure


